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FOURTH QUARTER 1994 MARKET COMMENTARY

Domestic stock funds were slightly negative during the fourth quarter of 1994, with “small cap growth”
generally positive and “small cap value” decidedly negative.  The net result was an almost flat year for
domestic stocks.  International stocks were another story.  The plunge in the value of Mexican equities
(more below) hit emerging market funds especially hard.  Asian-Pacific stocks were also down about
2-3% for the quarter.  European stocks were relatively flat and provided slight positive returns (the
Vanguard European Index fund was up 0.6%).  As we have previously remarked, high volatility is to be
expected in this relatively inefficient area of the equities world.  This volatility can...and should...be
tolerated because of the reasonable expectation that long-term rewards will more than compensate for the
risks taken.

In taxable accounts, we tended to be proactive about selling funds late in the year that could provide a tax
loss for 1994.  Proceeds from the sales were generally immediately reinvested in alternative funds with
similar investment objectives.  Because the menu of no transaction fee funds is growing at Charles
Schwab, many of these tax-oriented trades were done at zero or very low transaction costs.  We have not
deviated from our philosophy of remaining fully invested.  Large cash balances at year end in some
accounts reflect these late December sales and not a lapse into “market timing.”

Fund Watch

Several changes have been or are being implemented in most of our portfolios.  Harbor International, a
premier international fund, has been closed to new investors for quite some time.  We are now able to get
Ivy International on a no-load, no transaction fee basis through Schwab.  Ivy has the same manager as
Harbor (Hakan Castegren) and a similar investment objective.  You may also see a shift out of  T. Rowe
Price International Stock and into Ivy  (or Harbor if you already own it), and Warburg Pincus.   While the
T. Rowe Price fund continues to be a very good overall international choice, it has a transaction fee and
generally has lagged some of the no transaction fee, core international funds we use such as Harbor and
Warburg Pincus.  Since many of our clients, happily, have substantial gains in the T. Rowe Price
International fund, we will execute the shift primarily in tax-deferred accounts.

In the small cap area we have decided to sell out Twentieth Century Ultra.  This is a huge fund ($9+
billion in assets) that by its very size has been forced to cease investing in the small cap arena.  Calvert
Strategic Growth, run by a very dynamic young manager, is one of the replacement selections.  We are
also adding more small cap value funds such as Lindner/Ryback.

The best and worst performing among our selected funds in 1994 were in the small cap arena.  Berger
Small Company Growth was up over 13%.  This fund possibly got a boost by being a new fund with
excellent proven managers.  As discussed in our first quarter ‘94 letter, a new fund with relatively small
amounts of cash to invest may benefit from active management -- especially in the small cap arena.
Other small cap funds that we follow, such as Calvert Strategic Growth and Navellier Aggressive Small
Cap (not yet available through Schwab), were very similar to Berger.  Both were started in 1994 by
managers with outstanding records elsewhere;  both heavily utilize small companies; and both provided
returns in excess of 10% during the last half of the year.
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At the other end of the spectrum was Montgomery’s International Small Cap.  This too was a new fund
with experienced management.  But when the asset class is sharply out of favor, there’s not much a
manager can do.  We continue to believe that this is a highly attractive area for our clients to invest a
portion of their funds and we believe that this Montgomery fund is an appropriate vehicle.

The following table summarizes the performance of the most commonly used mutual funds and annuity
subaccounts in our client portfolios.

Three Years
Quarter 1994 Annualized

Large Cap Domestic

Schwab 1000 - 0.5  - 0.1 5.9
Vanguard 500 - 0.1 1.2 6.1
Janus 0.1 - 1.1  5.4
Neuberger Berman Guardian 0.0 1.4 11.1
Guardian Stock Fund (annuity) - 1.3 - 2.48 11.2

Small to Medium Cap (domestic)
   Growth and Earnings Momentum

Berger Small Co. Growth 3.8 13.7 N/A
Brandywine 0.8 0.0 12.4
20th Century Ultra 1.8 - 3.6 5.9
Meridian 1.1 0.5 9.5
Value Line Centurion (annuity) 0.7 - 3.3 3.0

Small to Medium Cap (domestic)
   Value Orientation

DFA Small Co. Value - 3.8 1.2 N/A
Mutual Discovery - 3.3 3.6 N/A

Core International

Baillie Gifford (annuity) - 2.1 - 0.3 6.0
Oakmark International - 8.2 - 9.1 N/A
T. Rowe Price International Equity - 4.2 - 0.8 10.3
Harbor International - 1.9 5.4 15.2
Warburg Pincus International - 7.1 0.1 13.1

Emerging Markets and
   International Small Cap

Acorn International - 7.0 - 3.8    N/A
Montgomery Emerging Markets - 10.6 - 7.7    N/A
Montgomery International Small Cap - 6.5 - 13.2    N/A
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Recall that 1993 was a year of spectacular gains in international stock markets.  Then, the U.S., with an
S&P 500 total return of nearly 10% was one of the worst performing markets in the world.  In 1994,
world markets gave back some of their frothy prior year returns.  Especially hard hit were the second tier
stocks in many of the international markets.  We do not believe that long-term investors should pull back
from the emerging markets or from the small cap stocks of these markets.

The Bond Market Debacle

1994 was an especially dismal year for fixed-income investors.  Data compiled by Ibbotson Associates
indicate that 1994 produced the worst one-year total return for their index of intermediate term bonds
since 1926, and was the second worst year for longer term bonds. In that context, it’s no surprise that the
major bond indices all posted sharply negative total returns, ranging from -3.4% for the Merrill Lynch
investment grade corporate bond index, to -7.5% for the riskier long-term US Treasury bond index.  The
catalyst for such woeful results was, of course, the Federal Reserve Board, which increased interest rates
six (!) times during 1994 (and once again last week) in its continuing effort to convince the market that it
would squelch the threat of rising inflation before it became a serious problem.  Readers of our
commentaries will recall that we thought fears of a significant acceleration of inflation in 1994 were
overdone and the evidence to date supports this view.  The consumer price index rose only 2.7% in 1994,
exactly the rate of increase as in 1993.

Fortunately, not one of our clients was materially exposed to the long end of the yield curve, because of
our belief that long-term fixed-income investments are inappropriate vehicles for financing both short and
long-term financial goals.  Why?  Because of the substantial interest rate risk such bond investments
entail.  We have long believed that investors underestimate this risk when investing in bonds and that they
were especially underestimating it at the start of 1994, when the level of interest rates was lower than it
had been in many years.  The price of any bond is inversely related to the level of interest rates.  When
interest rates rise the value of the bond falls and vice versa.  Furthermore, the degree of interest rate risk
incurred is directly related to the term to maturity of a bond:  the longer the term to maturity, the greater
the risk or sensitivity of the bond’s price to changes in interest rates.  Accordingly, long-term bonds
performed considerably worse than did short-term bonds. This interest rate risk is the primary reason that
we recommend only money market funds, maturity-matched bonds, or at most short-term bond funds for
funding short-term financial goals.

For long range investing, the reason we don’t recommend fixed income is simply that there is a better
alternative:  stocks.  Economic reasoning and market history clearly demonstrate that investors with 20, 15,
or even 10 year investment horizons should have the substantial majority of their liquid investable assets in
equities.

Having said that, we have recently reconsidered the merits of adjusting investors’ asset allocations to
opportunistically include intermediate to long-term fixed-income securities, to be held over much shorter
time periods, say, one to three years.  There have been historical periods when these bonds have
outperformed equities over these more abbreviated time frames, in 34% of rolling one year periods and
25% of rolling three year periods from 1936-1991. However, attempting to correctly make such
maneuvers at the optimal time is tricky and generally not worth the cost and effort (particularly in taxable
accounts) unless one’s short-term expectations for the equity markets relative to bonds are very
pessimistic.  Presently, ours are not.
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Nevertheless, we recognize that a case can be made at this time for short-term investment in intermediate
and long-term bonds.  The main arguments are as follows: (1) there is not much more risk of long-term
interest rates rising -- most of the bad news has already occurred; (2) the current economic expansion will
be getting long in the tooth by the end of ‘95 with the prospect of much slower growth or even recession
looming; and (3) the stock market’s current valuation relative to less risky investments like money funds
and short-term bonds is becoming increasingly less favorable.  The combination of these factors is
supposed to create an environment conducive to falling interest rates and consequently, rising bond prices.
While elements of all the above arguments are true, it is of course not certain that bonds will outperform
stocks, at all, even if the forecast is accurate.  Indeed, the process of evaluating the bond arguments
highlights for us the great difficulty of using short-term, multi-variable macroeconomic forecasts as the
basis for investment decisions.  Therefore, we continue to believe that long-term equity investors should
not deviate from their strategic asset allocation in pursuit of short-term opportunities in the bond market.
This conclusion is reinforced by the factors mentioned earlier:  the difficulty of timing the switch, incurring
higher transaction costs, and paying any resulting tax liabilities.   We think it’s more sensible for equity
investors to have patience and navigate through short-term market turbulence by focusing on the fact that
they own a superior performing long-term financial asset.  Consequently, we do not plan to invest our
clients’ long-term equity assets in intermediate or long-term bonds in the foreseeable future.

Peso Problems

One of the biggest stories of this past quarter and the year was the dramatic drop in value of the Mexican
peso which clobbered the Mexican stock market.  In the last two weeks of 1994 Mexican equities’ value
declined 30%.  This erosion has continued into the new year and has extended to other “emerging”
markets.  This spread of the bad news seems to us, in part, to reflect a fear by many managers that their
clients will panic and demand liquidation; so there’s been a rush to sell to generate cash to fund this feared
mass exodus.  It appears, however, the supposedly naive new investor has more patience than many
expected.  Actual withdrawals from Latin American and emerging markets funds have been fairly
modest.  Whether this is due to wisdom or inertia is unclear.  The result, however, in our view is right.

In general, we believe that there has been a substantial overreaction to some real short-term problems
with the Mexican economy and its government’s monetary policy.  Nevertheless, its long-term
fundamentals remain attractive and we have not attempted to reduce our clients’ exposure to Mexico,
Latin America, or other developing overseas markets, including, of course, Southeast Asia.  This current
situation impresses us as an opportunity in fact to increase clients’ diversified exposure to the generally
healthy emerging market economies within clients’ overall asset allocation guidelines.

The sudden and dramatic drop in the peso exchange rate demonstrates the difficulty in attempting to
manage exchange rate risk, especially in the short-term.  Overseas mutual funds typically identify whether
they attempt to manage this risk.  Some, few, attempt to hedge at all times.  Most hedge opportunistically
from time to time.  At the other extreme, a few rarely if ever hedge.  Not only is it notoriously difficult to
consistently succeed in this effort, the attempt itself is costly as hedging positions require capital
commitments and transaction costs that detract from the direct investment strategy.  More important,
however, is our view that in the long-term, domestic investors will have a greater probability of being
rewarded in the aggregate, by not hedging overseas investments. The greater growth prospects in
international markets are reflective of greater rates of growth in those economies.  That, in turn, seems to
us more likely than not to generate a general appreciation of overseas currencies relative to the dollar.
The recent performance of the peso, of course, goes the other way, but we believe that the general impact
has a high probability of being in the direction of strengthening overseas currencies over the long-term.
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Consequently, we do not select managers because they hedge but rather because we believe, hedging or
not, that they will deliver good results.


